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Specialist in 
the design, 
manufacturing 
and installation 
of steel structures
Maeg is an international player in the construction sector. With more than 40 years of 
experience, Maeg is able to adapt to each project characteristics, so to devise tailor-made 
and innovative engineering solutions, concretely transforming design into substance.



 

Innovative thinking is the engine to dream a different world, 
to imagine what could happen further.

Building transforms these ideas into reality: by shaping the space around us, 
we are given the possibility to leave a mark and actively contribute to the 
social and economic development of countries, communities and people.
 

Ideas 
shape 
the 
world
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Vazzola (HQ)

Establishment 1989
Address Via Toniolo 40, 31028 Vazzola (TV) – Italy
Phone  +39 0434 441558
People  25-30
Surface  7.000 sqm (3.500 covered, 3.500 uncovered)
Activities Assembly, welding

Maron di Brugnera

Establishment 2003
Address Via Moret 13, 33070, Maron di Brugnera (PN) – Italy
Phone  +39 0434 608219
People  95-100
Surface  48.000 sqm (12.500 covered, 35.500 uncovered)
Activities Assembly, welding, blasting, painting

Codognè

Establishment 2010
Address Via Comun 7, 31013, Codognè (TV) - Italy
Phone  +39 0438 794933
People  90-95
Surface  35.000 sqm (8.500 covered, 26.500 uncovered)
Activities Pre-processing (cutting, boring, automatic welding), assembly,  
   welding, painting

Budoia

Establishment 2016
Address Via della Braida 5, 33070, Budoia (PN) - Italy
Phone  +39 0434 737304
People  45-50
Surface  23.500 sqm (5.000 covered, 18.000 uncovered)
Activities Pipe cutting, assembly, welding, painting

Mezzani

Establishment 2017
Address Strada Provinciale della Pace 29, 43055 Casale (PR) – Italy
Phone  +39 0521 316067
People  45-50
Surface  31.500 sqm (16.200 covered, 15.300 uncovered)
Activities Assembly, welding, painting

Cimavilla

Establishment 1998
Address Via del Lavoro, 52 - Z.I. Cimavilla, 31013, Codognè (TV) – Italy
Phone  +39 0438 470813
People  40-45
Surface  14.000 sqm (5.500 covered, 8.500 uncovered)
Activities Pre-processing (cutting, boring, automatic welding)

Production plants

Maeg’s strength is the capacity to mix the general 
management overview along with the practical  
steel-specialization: it allows an optimization of the 
different activities reducing time and costs, offering 
a turnkey solution. 

Maeg’s production process is concentrated in six production plants located in the 
North-East of Italy. In this way, synergies are optimized, and the process remains 
flexible and monitored.



2. Procurement

Maeg procures the raw material from the 
market or from its stock, ensuring their prompt-
ness and compliance with project specifica-
tions and managing the inbound logistic 
delivering it to the appointed production facility.

3. Pre-processing

Once the material is available, CNC (Computer 
Numerical Control) machines cut and drill the 
items, plates, pipes, beam and prepare them to 
be further processed and manufactured.

1. Engineering

A team of professionals analyzes the project 
and develops shop and erection drawings 
optimizing the production process and time 
studying the best installation solutions to 
ensure the best development of the project.
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Production process
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4. Manufacturing

Single elements are assembled and welded 
together. When the structure is particularly 
complexed, pre-assembly is done to control that 
the final geometry of the structure is correct.

5. Surface treatment

According to project’s requirements, the 
material is either outsourced for galvaniza-
tion or sand-blasted and painted internally.
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1.      

6. Installation

When the material is ready and has completed the 
production process, it is dispatched to site and 
monitored until its arrival on site where Maeg’s teams 
organize and coordinate site activities adapting to 
each country’s features and project’s characteristics.
 

7. Quality

From the beginning of the project and 
throughout its realization, particular 
attention is provided to the quality of 
each step of the way, analysing and 
producing the necessary documents and 

ISO 1090-1
Conformity of the 

production process

SOA
Execution of public 

works in Italy

ISO 9001:2008
Design, construction, 
mounting, installation

ISO 3834
Welding

certification
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40 years of experience
6 production plants
100% Italian production
160.000 sqm of surface
800+  people
65.000 tons/year
5.320 trucks/year
4% annual investment



1. Loukkos railway viaduct, Larache, Morocco 
2. Footbridge 02, Dubai, UAE 
3. Music bridge, Rome, Italy 
4. Muhammad Baquir Al-Sadr bridge, Basra, Iraq
5. Estaiado de Curitiba viaduct, Curitiba, Brazil 
6. Leonardo bridge, Montevarchi, Italy 
7. Arco del Bicentenario bridge, Bogotà, Colombia 
8. Footbridge 03, Dubai, UAE 
9. Aciliu viaduct, Sibiu, Romania
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10. Corinthia hotel, Khartoum, Sudan
11. Mall of Qatar, Doha, Qatar 
12. Rome Termini parking lot, Rome, Italy 
13. Centre International Conferences CIC, Algiers, Algeria 
14. COSO stadium, Yaoundè, Cameroon
15. Cameri military airport, Cameri, Italy 
16. New Capital power plant, Cairo, Egypt 
17. VCE airport moving walkway, Venice, Italy 
18. Al Wakrah stadium, Doha, Qatar 
19. ADD airport cargo terminals, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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20. Nautical cranes, Augusta, Italy
21. Place Vendôme domes, Doha, Qatar 
22. Golden Tulip Plaza Hotel roofing, Caserta, Italy 
23. The Constellation memorial, Abu Dhabi, UAE 
24. Zoo de Beauval tropical dome, Saint-Aignan-sur-Cher, France
25. Mexico Pavilion EXPO 2015, Milan, Italy
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Part of people’s 
everyday life
Maeg realizations are widespread in the world and integrated with the environment. 
Building infrastructures with both social and architectural value means playing an active 
role in the development of communities, leaving a mark in people’s life.
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Every project is unique
This characteristic imposes to evolve 
and reinvent ourselves, constantly. 
To do so, Maeg truly believes that people 
make the difference and that everyone’s 
contribution shape the identity of the 
company, achieving together new 
results. 

A daily commitment
Long-term thinking is essential. Opera-
ting in an environmentally and socially 
responsible manner is a key driver for 
Maeg and, by reducing gas emission, 
optimizing reusable scrap and installing 
more than 7.760 sqm of solar panels, we 
aim to put in place every little step to 
support a sustainable development. 
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Maeg Costruzioni S.p.A.
Via Toniolo 40
31028, Vazzola (TV) - Italy
+39 0438 441558
www.maegspa.com


